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About This Content

Toposim US West Coast for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD 12 / 10m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for the West Coast of the
United States, improving the accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offering a marked improvement to the landscape profile.

VFR flying over the West Coast has never been more realistic with lakes, mountains and ground undulations all where they
should be.

Please note this pack corrects the default terrain mesh and does not include any textures.

This pack includes terrain mesh for the following states:

California

Nevada

Oregon

Washington
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This is Terrible. Love this game. Have been playing it and the original for many years. Mostly love it due to the mods, skins, and
meshes to make some awesome crossover teams.. This is a short but enjoyable game.

It's definitely in the 'casual mystery - waste an afternoon' category.
The puzzles aren't difficult, but it's got a good background story to it.

Not worth full price tho. Definitely get it on sale.. The Dino D-Day: Last Stand is awesome! I love the new dinosaurs, such as
the Nomingia, Caudipteryx, and the Sinosauropteryx. Oh, sure, there are some bugs in the game, but it is still fun. They should
some new dinosaurs as playable classes and in the last stand, like the Triceratops from the hl2 mod, the Eudimorphodons
(kamikaze pteros), unarmed t-rexes, also from the hl2 mod, and a brachiosaurus with a missile racket on its back and serving the
Axis as a living spawn area until it dies. To come to think of it, maybe they could add an option in the last stand that allows us to
type in how many waves we like to face, even if it leads to tougher dinosaurs and larger waves. Also a single player game that
you play as Jack Hardgrave, resembling like the hl2 story but completely different. Again, I hope they add new dinosaurs into
the game and the most famous addition of all, the animated series of Dino D-Day. That would be so epic.. I loved every minute
of this and I will likely play it many times over and invite anyone I have over try it. No its not a full game, yes it's a little pricey
in comparison to other things on the market, but damn. I was Kaladin Stormblessed. I played this on a Samsung Odyssey HMD
with no problems.. when i was a teenager I played this game hotseat with my brother, it a very entertaining game will designed
turn based strategy, an old school version of the thrid one I enjoyed playing it!. Can't wait for the beta. Great little time waster.
Fun to play a few rounds and then put down.. This has the potential to be a great game. So far it is challenging, frustrating but
plays very well. The only annoying part about it so far is that it occasionally has massive slow down for seemingly no reason and
you can only kill people with headshots. Whilst I don't mind the challenge of getting them in the noggin I don't think it would
have taken away from the gameplay if they still died with a few shots to the body (so far most move location if you hit them...
Keep that in but have, say, three shots to kill them or one in the head to get the job done properly). Given how ammo is sparse
on some missions - it wouldn't make the game any easier - just take some of the frustation away, especially when the bullet
looks as though it hit them in the head!

So far, promising. Don't regret buying it.
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good for cards. The soundtrack is absolutely fantastic. If you remember the times of UMX (midi) music, Unreal, Unreal
Tournament, and Deus Ex, this is the main source of inspiration. It creates phenomenal sense of tension in-game, and stands on
its own, as a listening experience. I couldn't recommend it more, it's a must-have.. Great management game! all my favourite
teams are available, and i was able to lead Liverpool to glory, all the real players available and thee game isnt over complicated
like other management games out there at the moment i highly recommend!!. The name of this application in the taskbar is
"Adobe Flash Player 11" and the menu is also broken.. We need more solid horror games like Amnesia:The Dark Descent:
games that look good, have excellent pacing and atmosphere and can actually be scary. This game is not that. And I advise
anyone to stay away from this title and save your money.

The voice acting is terrible, animations are poor, and its very buggy, I kept having to reload the first place I was whisked away
too in an attempt to progress but was unable to do so thanks it constantly glitching when a certain event would not trigger
properly. I had to watch a Youtube video to even know what to do when the event that should have allowed progression didn't
work and then I still couldn't progress thanks to it being so glitched. Even getting that event to fire was a chore and required
listening to more of the horrible dialog while watching our compatriot's lips not match what he said as well the subtitles not
corresponding the actual spoken words.

There's been a glut of subpar horror games ever since Amnesia proved that a good horror game could work and not only be
intereting but actually build a sense of dread that is rare in the medium. This is a prime example of a subpar horror game; it was
obviously rushed and that shows repeatedly, from the aforementioned voice acting and glitches to the fact that you have to be
wary of the mouse cursor clicking through and giving you control issues and problems getting the resolution set properly. Even
the amount of plot I did get to witness was inspid and hackneyed.

Very disappointed in this title. The original Haunted House wasn't exactly scary considering it was the Atari 2600 but it was a
great game for the day and even with the old limited graphics of that system its a far better game than this thing.. Fun game. The
only problem is one of variety once you've played for a while. Druids in this game come in 4 flavors: wolf, eagle, bear, and
turtle. This plays like an electronic game, winning is based on controling the board and gaining momentum. Had a hard time
finding other live players, so I've mostly played the AI campaign.. BossConstructor is this weird mish mash of different ideas
that probably shouldn’t work together but come together beautifully. You explore the world map in a system by system, fighting
your way accross the galaxy salvaging parts to create a bigger and better ship to fight an existential threat to the galaxy

One of the things that stood out for me when I was playing BossConstructor is that the game was clearly a labour of love by the
developer. It was dripping in character, it was dripping in attention to detail and it was well put together despite it's flaws, I
found myself loving the game. But I can't really adequately explain why I found it so engaging.

Perhaps it was the roguelike starting conditions, where you choose from a few options that dictate the pace how you approach
first the missions. On the other hand it could have been the sandbox nature of this odd little game, letting you choose your path
and how you approach each challenge put before you or whether even to do that challenge at all. It could even have been
something as simple as being able to share my ships through the steam Workshop, aswell as use my friends and other people's
ships to test out ideas and learn how the game's systems work. Maybe it was the storyline, which despite the occasional flaw,
drew me in but didn't bog me down in exposition. It was just there, like a sprinkling backdrop of space opera. It, it could even
have been just the simple exploration, salvaging, and construction gameplay loop where you take down enemies for new parts
and you start out in a little tug boat but by the end of the game you have this massive ship with arrays of guns on swivels with
shields and lasers flying in every direction.

Regardless of what made me love the game I found myself making decisions from a cost benefit standpoint, but every now and
again I saw a system being attacked and I helped it even though it didn’t really serve my strategic goals. That was profound to
me. Now... I don't wanna be pretentious over what is essentially a fairly simple, and somewhat silly little space game but I really
enjoyed this game and the game spoke to me and I think it’s worth looking at. So at the very least if I can't recommend the game
to everyone, I can say it worth looking at and making the decision for yourself especially if you’re into exploration,
customization and 2d space combat.
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I love the game, now that said I do have a couple of things I want to criticise the game on here and the big one that stands out for
me like a sore thumb was the ending. I wont spoil it, but I felt it was underwhelming. It was a pretty big let down and it met none
of my expectations. Now whether that was my expectations being miscalibrated or the game’s failing I can’t say for certain but I
can say I didn’t like how it turned out. I didn’t like the ending. It left a mark on the experience that I kind of have to take
imaginary reviewer points away because of it. Another thing was the variety of the content available. Five to Ten hours into the
game you’re going to be hitting that “Another Day at the Job” zone where you’ve kind of seen it all before and the game has no
surprises left to give you. Which is fine when you consider the scope and scale of the game and it’s development but I feel I
would be dishonest by endorsing this game without airing my biggest gripes about it.

Now in spite of the that there is still loads to do here. You could easily spend hours, evolving ships in the evolution mode or
trying to optimize your times on the challenge levels but those are not the meat of the game.

The conclusion of all this is I recommend this game for people who enjoy story lite, rogue lite, space ship building and combat
games. If you’re looking to pick up a 15$ or €15 game that ticks all those boxes and get 5, 10 maybe 20 or more hours out of it
then this is a good option. If you like the look of the game but you’re unsure, wait til its on sale and big it up at a reduced price.
If none of the above sounds good to you, avoid the game, its not for you and ultimately its a niche title in my opinion.

I also made some let's play content for the game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uX65PTxeYGU&t=565s

I do plan on coming back to this game and playing it again once it's fully finished [Still a little bit of development left] and
updating this review.. ten\/ten would smash the skip key again
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